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Professional Disclosure Statement
Client’s Rights
Informed Consent for Treatment
The purpose of this form is to help you understand important information about my
qualifications, our professional relationship, and your responsibilities as a client. Please read this
document in its entirety. If there is any aspect of the information below that you do not understand, please
request clarification before signing.
Education, Experience, and Qualifications
I completed a Bachelor of Science degree in Psychology from the University of Lindenwood in
St. Charles, Missouri and earned a Master of Arts degree at Texas State University in Professional
Counseling. My education has prepared me for clinical work with couples, families, individuals and
groups. My goal as a counselor is to provide a safe, comfortable, supportive and compassionate
therapeutic environment to help my clients heal and grow. My practice is informed by a foundation of
Emotionally Focused, Cognitive Behavioral, Narrative and Intimacy Therapies. I utilize different
approaches for different challenges. Additionally, I am a certified Prepare Enrich facilitator and strongly
believe in this therapeutic tool as a means to explore the many facets of relationships and to provide
concrete direction for growth. My professional experience involves providing counseling in a variety of
settings with diverse populations.
My credentials LPC-I stand for Licensed Professional Counselor-Intern which means I have been
granted an intern license by the state of South Carolina’s licensing board to practice counseling while
being supervised under an LPC Supervisor for 150 hours. My supervisor’s contact information is as
follows: Natasha Kokoszka, LPC, MAC, LPCS, (843) 425-0570. In order for you and I to maintain an
open line of communication I hope for you to discuss any questions or concerns you have with me first;
however you are welcome to contact any matters concerning my professional counseling with my
supervisor. CACP stands for Certified Addiction Counselor – In Process, which means I have been
granted certification to treat clients with addiction disorders by the South Carolina Association of
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors (SCAADAC) board. I am in process of accruing specific
clinical hours and experience within the treatment of addiction and once I obtain 4000 clinical hours I will
qualify for the level one certification.
Professional Relationship
A therapeutic relationship is a unique alliance unlike any other you may have encountered. It is
likely that we will explore and discuss issues that are quite personal in nature, and at times, it may feel
very challenging and emotional to work through this process. Sometimes, issues brought to therapy may
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feel as though they worsen before they begin to improve. This is all a normal part of what you can expect
in counseling as your awareness and intentionality increase.
Despite the personal nature of the work that occurs while in counseling, it is important for you to
understand that our relationship is strictly a professional one. In order for me to maintain my objectivity
that is so crucial to our work together, our interactions will be limited to scheduled sessions. This means
that phone calls, text messages, and emails discussing session topics must be off limits. Please know that
this is to protect our professional boundaries and to ensure that my objectivity remains intact, allowing me
to provide you with the most effective therapeutic environment possible. This includes social media and
therefore I will not accept friend requests on my personal accounts.
Confidentiality
An important aspect of the counseling relationship is confidentiality, which means that what you
share with me during a session will be held in strict confidence. Both verbal information and written
records about a client cannot be shared with another party without the written consent of the client or the
client’s legal guardian. Below is a list of some, but not all, of the circumstances under which I may be
ethically and/or legally obligated to disclose information about you. Because circumstances vary by
individual, it is impossible to provide a complete list of all possible scenarios in which the content of your
sessions may no longer be confidential.
1. Duty to Warn and Protect - I am ethically and legally required to disclose information
given in confidence if I have reason to believe that you may harm yourself or someone else.
2. Abuse of Children and Vulnerable Adults - I am ethically and legally required to disclose
information given in confidence if there is reason to believe that you have recently been or
are involved in or have knowledge of child abuse, elder abuse, or the abuse of anyone who is
incapable of protecting their own rights.
3. Legal Compliance - I can be legally compelled to testify in a court of law to disclose
information given in confidence if a judge deems that there is just cause for such testimony. If
required, this could include both verbal testimony and surrendering to the court any written
notes or other records that I may possess.
4. Minors/Guardianship - Parents or legal guardians of non-emancipated minor clients have
the right to access the clients’ records.
5. Special Issues – A) When I meet with an adolescent for therapy, I work closely with the
parents as well. Although confidentiality is extended to teens, I make it clear that I will not
keep “secrets” from parents involving behavior or actions that may be harmful to the teen, but
that each situation is handled on a case-by-case basis. B) I discuss the cases of my clients
with a clinical supervisor and other mental health professionals when advisable. C) Your
public confidentiality is also entitled to respect and therefore if I were to see you in public, I
would not acknowledge you unless you addressed me first. This prevents putting you in a
situation where someone may ask you how you know me. However, if you are to approach
me I will conclude that you have decided to waive confidentiality.
While you should understand that any of the above circumstances will necessitate that I disclose
some of what you have shared in session, I will make every attempt to notify you of such a disclosure
ahead of time.
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Services
One size does not fit all for therapy. I like to use the metaphor of taking antibiotics for this topic.
You could take just one or two pills and it might begin to fight the infection but it is likely to come back if
you don’t take the medication for the full 14 days. Similarly, you could come to therapy once or twice but
it is likely that any progress you see at first, if any, will only last temporarily. Long-term symptom relief
requires increased awareness, knowledge, skills, discovery and healing that will take more than a few
sessions to attain. Each presenting challenge requires their individual needs and time so there can be no
set number of sessions. Successful management of symptoms and achieving therapeutic goals determine
the length of treatment, but either you or I may terminate the relationship at any time. Ideally, we will be
discussing length of treatment periodically throughout services and come to a mutual agreement when it
is time for you to terminate counseling. It is important to provide closure to our work in therapy, so
advance notice of any individual desire to terminate is preferred to plan for a healthy termination.
Client Responsibilities
As a client, you have some important responsibilities. Please arrive on time and attend all
scheduled appointments. Being on time is an indication of your own commitment to yourself in
counseling. If you are late for a session, that time is lost from your session, and if I am late for a session,
we will extend the session if you are willing to do so, or we will make other arrangements by mutual
agreement. Please remember that by making an appointment, I am setting that time aside specifically for
you. Therefore, it is important to provide at least a 24 hour notice if you must cancel or reschedule an
appointment. Late cancellations, or those given without a full day's notice, as well as missed
appointments, will be charged the full session fee. Monday appointments must be canceled by noon of the
preceding Friday.
Connective Counseling, LLC, does not belong to any insurance panels. Payment is due at time of
service and may be paid in the form of cash, credit, or debit card. The current session fees are based on a
50-minute counseling session and are as follows: $85 per session. Extended sessions are available and
may be recommended on a per client basis. Fees are subject to change and are reviewed annually.
Accessing the Office for Your Appointment
Since I am sharing an office with other professionals, I request that you are respectful of the
lobby area. It is not necessary for you to check-in with the front office staff; however you are invited to
take a seat in the lobby until I greet you for your session. I do not allow walk-in appointments under any
circumstance, which is both for your safety and confidentiality, and for mine.
Informed consent
You will be asked to sign below; as well as initial each page to show you read it. Your
signature verifies you have been given this document and the HIPAA document, you have read and fully
understand the information contained in this form, have been given a copy for your records and that you
consent to treatment. This form consists of 4 pages.
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I, (your name) _____________________________________ acknowledge that I have received and read
Shera Wiscons’ Professional Disclosure Statement, HIPAA Client’s Rights and Consent for Treatment
(version 8/17). My signature below confirms that I understand and accept all the information contained in
the Professional Disclosure Statement, Client’s Rights and Consent for Treatment (version 8/17). If there
are additional persons seeking therapy, please have each of them sign below, indicating agreement with
the above statement.
I, (your name) _____________________________________ agree and consent to participation in the
health care services offered and provided by Shera Wiscons LPC-I, CACP. My signature below confirms
that I understand that I am consenting and agreeing only to those services that the above provider is
qualified to provide within the scope of the provider’s license, certification, and training. If the patient is
under the age of eighteen (18) or unable to consent to treatment, I attest that I have legal custody of this
individual and am legally authorized to initiate and consent to treatment on behalf of this individual.
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Shera Wiscons, M.A., LPC-I, CACP
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